Leveraging social media
Engaging customers in a Web 2.0 world

Leveraging social networks
Engaging customers in a Web 2.0 world

• Media makes it sound like itʼs just another “channel”
• But itʼs about connecting with people who are having great...
Further reading:
•
Laurel Papworth - “Social NETWORKS are so much more than Social MEDIA”: http://tr.im/1iv

Conversation
• Markets are conversations (The Cluetrain Manifesto, 1999) - between buyers and sellers, amongst buyers etc.
•
Written in 1999 - lessons still apply (perhaps more so). This is not a fad.
•
Tim Berners Lee: “two way web” - the “people formerly known as the audience”, “consumers” are talking back
• Global conversation happening – what role are you (and your organisation) playing?
•
35% of American adults and 73% of teens create content (http://www.echoditto.com/stats) - even more participate without creating content
Image: aturkus @ http://flickr.com/photos/aturkus/1555651794/sizes/l/
Further reading:
• The Cluetrain Mainifesto (Book):
http://tinyurl.com/2p5ld5
•
Beth Kanter - “74% Use Social Networks To Manage Peer-to-Peer Relationships”: http://tr.im/1uu

Social media &
networking is BIG...

• MySpace still the largest in the US, but growth is slowing:
http://tr.im/r4p
• Facebook bigger internationally: http://tr.im/r4q
• Facebook = 123.9 million unique visitors (May 2008) vs. MySpace = 114.6 million.
• 6th most trafficked site in US - comScore (as reported by FastCompany:
http://tinyurl.com/27dmkk)
• Large audience: 35% of American adults and 73% of teens create content ( http://www.echoditto.com/stats) - even more participate without creating content.
• Nearly half of all Australians now had a social networking profile and as many as half of current non-users indicated they would sign up within the next 12 months.
Almost one-third of Australians with a social networking profile began using the sites within the past three months. (Nielson online: http://tinyurl.com/5tap3w)
• Growing rapidly: 47% growth of sector in year to Nov 2006 reaching 45% of web users at the time ( http://tinyurl.com/ys4cxx - PDF)
• Not about the size of the audience... about power of and access to passionate micro-communities...

Image: youngrobv @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/youngrobv/2205857103/sizes/l/
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The power of

“someone like me”
•
PR firm Edelman carries out a survey each year which is used to create a “Trust Barometer”
• People trust “someone like me” above all other contenders
• Employees are more trusted than CEOs
• Influence is strongest at the peer level
• Les Robinsonʼs research suggests that peers are also critical in creating long-term voluntary change in behaviour
Image: victoriapeckham @ http://flickr.com/photos/victoriapeckham/164175205/sizes/o/
Further reading:
•
Edelman Trust Barometer 2008: http://tinyurl.com/364f69
•
Les Robinson – The voluntary adoption of new practices (PDF): http://tinyurl.com/2sthxr

Control

Message
Conversation

Influence

• Chart adapted from concept by Digital Eskimo
• Conversations closer to us (our own blogs, interviews with journalists etc.) we have more control over
• The less control, the more influence

•
Typical “funnel” model - cast as far and wide as possible, then whittle down until you get the qualified prospects, then customers
• “Flip” the funnel and turn it into a megaphone for your fans
• Give to receive
• Leveraging what Clay Shirky calls the “cognitive surplus” to your benefit
• So how can we engage with these powerful tools?...
Further reading:
• Seth Godin - “Flipping the funnel”:
http://tinyurl.com/ae5ll
•
Clay Shirky - “Gin, Television, and Social Surplus” transcript: http://tr.im/1uv + video: http://tr.im/2k1

Social media

building blocks
presence

sharing

relationships
identity

conversations

trust
groups

• Start by looking at the kinds of activities that can happen in them - what features
•
Gene Smith, based on ideas from Matt Webb and Stewart Butterfield (Flickr): http://tinyurl.com/27nhbo
•
“Trust” = reputation
• Nearly all services revolve around identity (watch for movement in this space - Open Social in particular)
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• Example: Flickr (online photo sharing) mapped according to its building blocks
• Letʼs have a look at some of the sites in the three main camps: Relationships (People), Sharing (Objects) and Conversation (Ideas)
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• More than 132 million users http://tr.im/1up
•
Ambient effects: Iʼve personally found out about bands, t-shirt labels and causes through the news feed
• User doesnʼt have to do anything to engage friends - the tools do it for them
• Innovative advertising opportunities (despite high-profile mis-steps)
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• Objects
•
Best known photo sharing website, now owned by Yahoo!
• “now approaching two billion photos, with 3-5,000 uploaded per minute” (reported by Scott Rosenberg)
• Sharing of photos, connecting via contacts, leave comments, create groups and photo sets
• “Social objects” - Hugh Macleod (via Jaiku's Jyri Engestrom) - conversation starters
• Sites like Flickr are focused on the object (a photo), but facilitate sharing etc.
Further reading:
• Hugh Macleod on social objects: http://tinyurl.com/23wjdo
•
Jyri Engestrom – The case for object-centered sociality: http://tinyurl.com/ucl5s
• Jyri Engestrom presentation on social objects:
http://tinyurl.com/2ajoo3
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• “Social bookmarking” site – the “object” is a link
• Add a link, tag (categorise) and search
• Personal utility first, social value second - leveraging the network
• Social value = seeing what friends are linking, what links are popular for particular categories (tags) etc.
Further reading:
• Joshua Porter - Leveraging the network:

http://tinyurl.com/2n9l97
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Blogging
• Global conversation happening on and between blogs
• Business week estimates there are 9 million active weblogs
•
Blog search engine Technorati claims over 70 million weblogs (not all active), with 120,000 new weblogs created each day (incl. MySpace blogs)
• MySpace includes blogging tools
•
Leading platforms are WordPress, Blogger, Movable Type/Typepad
•
Trackbacks link blog posts

Further reading:
•
Business Week – Social Media Will Change Your Business: http://tinyurl.com/2gj3yz
• Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers (Book):

http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3
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“Micro-blogging” - entries limited to 140 characters (length of SMS)
Multiple posting + notifications platforms: web, SMS, instant messaging, desktop applications
Public conversations/Instant Messaging
Growing rapidly in US: 343% Year on year growth:
http://tr.im/r4p
Status in Facebook + MySpace used in similar ways (and can be linked to twitter using an App for Facebook)
Hitwise: “Visits to Twitter by Australian Internet users increased by 518.2% year-on-year, comparing weeks ending 1 September 2007 and 30 August 2008” - but still
very small share of the market.
Live Earth: publishing tips
News services posting latest news
Used in disaster relief efforts (co-ordination, sharing news) - Google “twitter disaster relief” for more...
Increasing number of organisation watching Twitter for support etc. - Mozilla Firefox, Slideshare and Plone have all tweeted me in response to messages on Twitter
Doesn’t make a whole lot of sense until you have a number of people online
Facilitates what Leisa Reichelt refers to as “ambient intimacy”
Think about that level of “intimacy” when entering the space

Why should I care
what you had
for lunch?

Leisa Reichelt:
“Twitter means that I stay in a constant state of connectedness with you, in a constant handshake, constantly doing small talk… and this is actually incredibly valuable to me for reasons that
go *way* beyond touchy feely.”
1. I see your Tweet in my Twitter stream and I think of you. It keeps you present in my life. I like that.
2. I feel like Iʼm more present in your life because I know more about the small details - like what you had for lunch - that I wouldnʼt know if you didnʼt share it with me. It makes me feel
closer to you.
3. I learn more about you (if I didnʼt know you well before we started trading Tweets). Perhaps I learn that youʼre a vegetarian, or I learn which restaurants are your favourites. I get to know
you more.”
Further reading:
•
Leisa Reichelt - “Ambient Intimacy”: http://tr.im/1iy
• Leisa Reichelt - “Why I care what you had for lunch”:
http://tr.im/1ix
•
Stephen Collins - “Adventures in connectedness - Twitter”: http://tr.im/r4t
Image: flit @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/flit/2414086654/

“

One of the most neglected aspects of the
blogosphere, in my opinion, is that precisely
because it’s (mostly) composed of people who
aren’t professional journalists, it’s composed of
people who are professional doers of something
else and know a great deal about what it is they
‘really’ do. Consequently, the overall network of
blogs contains a great deal of embedded
knowledge.

”

Quote from Matthew Yglesias on Talking Points Memo - http://talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/153704.php
• Lots of talk about the “amateur” nature of social online tools
• Professional development and learning
• Building and maintaining professional networks
• Showing expertise

Matthew Yglesias

• “What I Know Is...” = wiki - not actual origin of the term, but appropriate (also hawaiian for “fast”)
• Wikipedia best known example
• Over 2 million articles, 250 languages
• Strong community
• 90% lurkers, 9% contribute, 1% actively contribute (most contributions) - Jakob Nielsen
•
Founder Jimmy Wales claims that the “critical mass” of active contributors = 5
• Product review wikis, personal/intranet wikis, documentation wikis, Government policy wikis etc...
Further Reading:
• Jakob Nielsen - Participation Inequality:
http://tinyurl.com/vvyzf
•
James Surowiecki - The Wisdom of the Crowds (Book): http://tinyurl.com/5metjf

• Many other sites and micro-communities
•
Virtual worlds (like Second Life and World of Warcraft - part game, part social community)
•
Build your own social network: Ning, Yahoo! + Google Groups
•
Video: blip.tv, Vimeo, Video Egg (Advertising)
•
Photos: Zoomr, Photobucket
• Links: reddit, Furl
• Microblogging: Jaiku, Pounce
With so many options, how do you work out where to invest your time...
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Chart adapted from concept by Digital Eskimo
Work out where the people hang out - issue-centric, demographic overlay - watch and observe
Evaluate which spaces are appropriate for your organisation to engage. “Welcome-ness” - esp. gov’t
Can you engage in a way that creates value for the community?
What’s the likelihood of interaction? etc.
Consider creating your own network (almost a last resort)
Where do you fit in the eco-system?

Let’s look at some examples... Few of these will make you go “wow” in terms of numbers. Each is effective for their purpose...
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• First saw the marbles video - impressed with the machine
• iPhone vid - nearly 4.5 million views at 19 May
•
Tied to pop-culture “happenings” - Grand Theft Auto is the latest etc.
•
“Viral” is a verb - itʼs something that the audience
Blendtec YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/Blendtec
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• Demonstrates the power of meeting people where theyʼre at
• “In the first 4 weeks of the Commons we had more views of the photos than the same photos in the entirety of last year on our own website”
•
69% via Flickr, 21% direct to URL, 2% via external search, 6% via other websites (blogs etc)
Related reading:
•
Seb Chan - “Commons on Flickr - a report, some concepts and a FAQ - the first 3 months from the Powerhouse Museum”: http://tr.im/1us

• Nau used a Flickr account to preview their soon-to-be launched range
• Leveraged Flickrʼs infrastructure while their site is being built
• Also using their blog to explain their restructure and re-launch
• Maintaining the conversation with their fans through a difficult time
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• Consider creating your own (as a last resort)
• Local network of cyclists
• Setup in an afternoon
• 365 members - from new cyclists to board members of cycling-related groups
Further reading:
•
Damian Maclennan - “Thoughts on Ning.com”: http://tr.im/1un

My place?

Or yours?
• Raises an interesting question - when should you build your own? vs. using what exists?
• Lean towards what exists
Images:
L - numstead @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/numstead/1270215147/
R - katherine lynn @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/kgregory/2657003935/

• Revenue generated by financial services referrals
• Personal benefit first - managing finances
•
Leverage the network for collective social benefit - places where you can save money, comparisons to aggregate data

• Similar to Mint
• Freemium model

• Freshview understood the pain points of their target market
• Created a great product
• Used the blog to provide tips and feature great newsletters
• Started the Email Standards Project as a way to help their customers - spans Facebook and dedicated blog/site
• The business is doing well - through helping their users theyʼve built strong brand loyalty
Further reading:
• Campaign Monitor blog:

http://tinyurl.com/2chd5m
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• Support site for Future is Man Made campaign (and Earth Hour 2007)
•
Value of user-centered approach
• Highlighted user-contributed tips for living more sustainably
•
Built on free WordPress blogging CMS platform
• Provided “back-channel” communications to the broadcast email communications
• Lacked resourcing to continue in itʼs original form - morphing into new approach
Future is Man Made blog:
http://futuremakers.com.au/

Facebook group created for a character in TV commercial
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=12753647573

Facebook group created for a character in TV commercial
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=12753647573

• Patients being treated for serious illnesses can share experience
• List their medications and experiences on them
• Personal value: learn from others, support
• Aggregate value: understand trends and what works/what doesnʼt
• Methods like this featured in this weekʼs New Scientist - questions remain about validity as research. Is this a case, like Wikipedia, where in theory it could never work, yet in
practice it does?
Patients Like Me:
http://www.patientslikeme.com/

•
Trust is paramount
• Many features added to site support community in developing and protecting trust & reputation
• Individuals who trust each other join together in investment groups

• Australian-based peer lending
service

Start small.
Fail early, le
arn often...
• Understand what options are available to you by trying them yourself (personally)
• Learn what the norms are
• Engage your audience - learn their needs, learn the social norms etc.
•
Try things - see what sticks - success may come from unexpected places
• Donʼt go “public” until you have content and have started to build your (relevant) content
Image: dhaneshr @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/dhaneshr/2786992830/
Further reading:
• 37signals - “Getting Real”:
http://tr.im/1ul
•
Laurel Papworht - “Twitter: Reputation management in social networks”: http://tr.im/1um

Listen to the
market

• The social web can be a bell-weather of broader trends
• Helps understand your customer needs/wants/opinion
• About breaking down barriers and enhancing access
Further reading:
• Seth Godin - “Who answers the phone?”:
http://tinyurl.com/566q9c
•
Bruce Nussbaum - “JetBlue - The Problem With Customer Loyalty”: http://tinyurl.com/55sjnx
•
Beth Kanter - “Why Putting on Your Listening Ears is the First Step”: http://tr.im/1io

Follow the

conversation...

• Respond when appropriate
Further reading:
• Scott Rosenberg – Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”:

http://tinyurl.com/3dc2wd
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•
RSS “aggregators”, like Google Reader, make it easier to keep on top of blogs: http://google.com/reader/
• I personally use NetNewsWire - free from NewsGator:
http://tinyurl.com/ytgqs2
• As the name implies, uses RSS - one of many uses for syndicating content

You Rock!

• What we want to hear when we flip the
funnel...

You Suck!

• But not always what we get...
•
Remember - this is an amplifier, not a cheersquad...
• Opportunity for learning and organisational/service improvement
• If you show you are listening and taking notice through your action(s) – not just words – you may be able to turn things around
•
If you have a strong community, they will respond for you - donʼt jump in straight away - give the community time (EH2007 MySpace example)
• Leverage existing checks and balances built into tools (such as Flickrʼ
s “flag as offensive” option)
Further reading:
•
Joshua Porter - The problem with social media marketing: http://tinyurl.com/3y52b5

•
•
•
•

BigPond started off with a misstep, but learnt and responded reasonably well
Impersonal, canned responses to begin with
Showed they were listening
Responses now much more personal and relevant
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• An example of searching Twitter by tag
• You never know who might be listening...

How do you measure
eﬀectiveness?
• In this respect, just like any other campaign or media activity
• Against your organisation or comms objectives, relative to your social media initiatives
Image: jek in the box @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/jek-a-go-go/440119001/sizes/o/

The “because” eﬀect:

What happens when you make
more money because of, rather
than with something.
Doc Searls

• In reference to blogs in particular
• The “permission asset” (Seth Godin)
• The “attention economy”
• Build communities around your business/product - learn from them, take advantage of opportunities that arise
Further reading:
•
Doc Searls - Adventures with Because Effects: http://tinyurl.com/2rhr5n

•
Gives stuff away for free, in return for market intelligence
• Monetised primarily through advertising (primary - “because of”), though also on-selling infrastructure services (secondary - “with”)
• See Laurel Papworthʼ
s talk: “The business of being social” 10:45am Tomorrow

Less effective

More effective

ROI mapping

Less effort

High risk

More effort

Medium risk

Chart adapted from concept by Priscilla Brice-Weller: http://tinyurl.com/6ok47b
Reference back to “Will it blend” example
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Low risk

Marketer’s
breakfast?

• Judging from how they talk, this is what marketers have for breakfast - and how they often view social MEDIA
• Misses the point, itʼs about building relationships
• Seth Godin: “Who vs. how many”
• Careful what you measure...
Image: schmish @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/schmish/1812312682/
Further reading:
• Seth Godin - “Who vs. how many”:

http://tr.im/1tn

• Not about technology - passion and interest
Image: joathina @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/joathina/113343993/

Image: yoshiko314 @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/yoshiko314/89233599/sizes/l/

Image: bocavermelha-l.b. @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/bocavermelha/66759796/sizes/o/

• Joshua Porter: “The activity is what theyʼre passionate about (not the technology) and when theyʼre passionate enough theyʼll learn the necessary technology as they find appropriate.
Passion depends upon the activity in question.”
Image: my life as it appears on del.icio.us - Tag cloud generated by Wordle: http://wordle.net/
Further reading:
• Joshua Porter - “Passionates”:

http://tr.im/1ip

•
David Weinberger: “The real world map shows what we humans have been given to work with. The Web shows what we have chosen to care about.”
• Wikipedia and Linux are good examples (among many)
• Participation in communities helping each other - professionally & personally
• People are passionate about “their” space - sense of ownership
Image: Osvaldo Zoom @ http://flickr.com/photos/osvaldo_zoom/2259707131/sizes/l/
Further reading:
• Clay Shirky: “On love, internet style”:
http://tinyurl.com/29f8o7
• Interesting snippets - “What we care about”:
http://tinyurl.com/5wnt5z

• Flickr protest groups
• This example rose up in response to Microsoftʼ
s takeover bid for Yahoo!
• Another arose due to censorship concerns
• Facebook group protesting Facebookʼs new redesign
• Using the same social tools in protest of the parent organisation
Further reading:
•
Priscilla Brice-Weller - “flickr has become censr?”: http://tr.im/1uo

• Digg - participant news site - hands editorial control to user votes
•
Attempted to remove articles from the site that published code that was considered to circumvent the Digital Millennium Copyright Act in relation to the HD-DVD format
•
Digg users effectively hijacked the home page, voting related articles to fill the top 10 spots in the tech news section of the site

“You've made it clear. You'd rather see
Digg go down ﬁghting than bow down
to a bigger company”
Digg founder, Kevin Rose
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I am not a “target market”

• Seth Godin: “Organizations will work tirelessly to de-personalize every communication medium they encounter.”
Image: Gianni D. @ flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/gdominici/102600966/
Further reading:
• Seth Godin - “The first law of mass media”:
http://tr.im/1j1
• The Cluetrain Manifesto:
http://cluetrain.com/
• The Cluetrain Manifesto in Review: http://tr.im/r51

• In a government, customer service or marketing dept, this may be the hardest thing...
• Be human - informal, but professional tone
• No marketese or “press releases”
• Build rapport and recognise and respect social norms
• Hire someone (with media liaison savvy) that also lives in social media - or “promote” someone internally that is into this kind of thing - fun for them, train up as
necessary.
Image: Dirty Bunny @ http://flickr.com/photos/angrybee/5550847/
Further reading:
• Scott Rosenberg - Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”:
http://tinyurl.com/3dc2wd
• Seth Godin:
http://sethgodin.typepad.com
• Laurel Papworth - “Online community is customer service”:
http://tr.im/r53

• Engagement requires skills - mix of media savvy + social media experience
• There are risks - the opportunities outweigh them
•
May be easier for smaller, more “personal” organisations/departments - competitive advantage
• Not for every organisation - may require cultural shift
•
Great book - Community Building on the Web by Amy Jo Kim. Lots of great tips and insight into the sorts of issues with engaging/creating communities.
Image: frankh @ http://flickr.com/photos/f-r-a-n-k/2124626786/sizes/o/
Further reading:
•
Book: Amy Jo Kim - “Community Building on the Web”: http://tr.im/2jx
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Further reading:
•
Book: Amy Jo Kim - “Community Building on the Web”: http://tr.im/2jx

Recommended reading:
• Lock, Searls & Weingerger: The Cluetrain Manifesto:
• Clay Shirky - “Here comes everybody”:
http://tr.im/9dt
• David Weinberger - “Everything is miscellaneous”:
http://tinyurl.com/2zpeqz
• Heaton & McLellan (Editors) “Age of conversation”:
http://tr.im/r56

Questions & discussion
This presentation and associated notes will be available at:

http://zum.io/cpa-tas-08
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